VAMPPr: VAriant Mapping and Prediction of antibiotic resistance via explainable features and machine learning
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Details in characterizing explainable KO-based AMR variants

A critical feature of VAMPr is to characterize explainable sequence variants based on gene ortholog. These variants have known antibiotic resistance functions. They are used in VAMPr association and prediction models. Our detailed workflow (S6 Figure) is as follows: 1) in the pre-processing step, we curate a list of AMR protein sequences, as well as decoy protein sequences that can reduce false positive alignments. Both aforementioned protein sequences formed the AMR protein database. 2) When VAMPr processes the user’s input, e.g. assembled bacterial genomes, it searches for open-reading frames of genes, and translates the nucleotides into amino acids based on codon tables. 3) VAMPs align the input protein sequences to the reference AMR protein databases using a competitive alignment strategy, and select the best alignment hit. 4) VAMPr compares the best hit sequence to a consensus sequence, and denotes sequence variants as a protein change (e.g. amino acid substitution, insertion, and deletion).

1. Construction of AMR protein database including decoy sequences

In VAMPr, we built a reference protein database in the pre-processing step. The database was based on KEGG ortholog genes, and their sequences are retrieved from UniRef as described previously[1]. The database has two sources. The first source was the protein sequences from 537 AMR genes (S3 Table). The source of this gene list includes the following: a) NCBI beta-lactamase resource and Bacterial Antimicrobial Resistance Reference Gene Database (BioProject Accession Number: PRJNA313047, which initially included well-known antibiotic resistance related databases such as CARD, ResFinder et al). The protein sequences from these resources were aligned to KEGG protein sequences with protein-level BLAST with a minimum E-value of 1e-10. b) Various KEGG databases. The KEGG ortholog genes with antibiotic-resistance-related keywords from the KEGG database (KEGG BRIGHT, pathway, module, and orthology) were included. c) KEGG ortholog genes that have references, which were search results from the NCBI antibiotic-resistance-related controlled vocabulary thesaurus from PubMed. In all, based on the KEGG ortholog names, we were able to retrieve 298,760 corresponding protein sequences from UniProt (previously described[1]). The second source of the AMR protein databases was a “decoy” gene database. Basically, it was a database for genes that are not related to antibiotic resistance but have similar protein sequence contents to the first source. These protein sequences could be aligned to the AMR gene database, as any sequences were aligned with 80% or larger sequence identity to the AMR KO gene. In the end, the decoy database included 154,743 protein sequences.

2. Detection of open reading frame (ORF)

VAMPr detects the ORF from user inputted nucleotide sequences and translates them into amino acid sequences. In this step, we first de novo assembled the sequence reads into contigs. Then we developed a customized script to search for the start codon and stop codon based on the sequence contents. Last,
the detected ORFs were translated into amino acids based on codon tables. The translated protein sequences were used in the following alignment step.

3. Competitive alignments

VAMPr utilizes a competitive alignment strategy to achieve high alignment specificity (S7 Figure). In a conventional workflow, an E-value for protein BLAST needs to be pre-specified. In our workflow, we developed a data-driven approach to contrast the alignment to the AMR protein sequences to decoy protein sequences. This strategy avoids the hard-coded E-value threshold and only retains the best alignment to the AMR genes. The idea of decoy sequences has been widely used in next-generation sequence analysis [2]. In implementation, we used DIAMOND to align to the AMR protein sequences and decoy sequences, and we obtained multiple hits from the alignment outputs. If the alignment had multiple start codon positions, we only used the start codon with the shortest gene length. We filtered out the hits if the fraction of identical amino acids between query and reference was less than 80%. Next, we ranked the remaining hits based on E-values, bit-scores and fraction of identical amino acids. If the top alignment was aligned to AMR genes instead of the decoy sequences, we used this best hit in the following variant denotation step.

4. Defining KO-based AMR variants

VAMPr compares the best hit alignment to the reference consensus protein sequence to denote KO-based AMR variants. As illustrated in S8 Figure, VAMPr first aligned all AMR gene protein sequences from the UniPort database and reduced the number of protein sequences to 96,462 protein clusters based on a sequence identity of 70% or higher using CD-Hit. These sequences then formed a consensus reference sequence to which all query sequences can be locally aligned using MAFFT[3]. We denoted the consensus amino acid using 23 amino acid letters, or denoted the conserved basic, acidic, polar, and hydrophobic residue amino as "b", "a", "p", and "h", respectively. The random and gap residues were denoted by "." and "_". The preparation of these consensus sequences only needs to be performed once. Then VAMPr reports the alignment of the query protein sequence variant. For example (S8 Figure), the genome of isolate SAMN04515808 was assembled and aligned to KO cluster K20319.0 (blaADC; beta-lactamase class C ADC [EC:3.5.2.6]). VAMPr discovered that the 94th codon was changed from p to l, which may contribute to the acquired ceftriaxone susceptibility. Similarly, the genome of isolate SAMN04254727 was assembled and aligned to the same KO cluster and VAMPr discovered its 107th codon seems to induce imipenem resistance based on 10 isolates. This showed that two close variants from the same gene may lead to different antibiotic resistance phenotypes. Therefore, these explainable KO gene-based variants calculated by VAMPr offered useful information in addition to the detection of existence of AMR genes.

Comparison with existing prediction models
PATRIC is a popular prediction model for antibiotic resistance. Based on its model release page (https://github.com/PATRIC3/mic_prediction), we found the release version includes a *K. pneumoniae* prediction model. We compared its prediction performance based on the combination of three antibiotics and 24 in-house *K. pneumoniae* isolates. As PATRIC predictions were MIC values, it is natural to compare them to the observed MIC values. We found only 7% of the predicted MIC values were correct. Then we followed CLSI guidelines to classify the MIC predictions as resistant or susceptible [4]. The accuracy for the PATRIC model is 88.7%. Finally, we used the existing VAMPr model to predict antibiotic resistance, and we used the cutoff values based on the ratio of resistant isolates. The prediction accuracy is also 88.7%. When we adjusted for the imbalanced class using the SMOTE method [5], the VAMPr model can achieve 91.5% accuracy. The above analysis shows that the VAMPr prediction model has similar or better prediction accuracy compared to PATRIC in *K. pneumoniae* and cefepime/cefazidime/meropenem combinations.

**Improving prediction models by augmenting external datasets**

When the training dataset includes more bacteria and antibiotic combinations, we hypothesize that the prediction model will have better accuracy. Thus we incorporated 1,668 *K. pneumoniae* isolates by Nguyen [6] in addition to the 344 isolates curated from NCBI Antibiogram. For all the isolates, the antimicrobial tests were performed for the following 8 antibiotics: aztreonam, cefazolin, cefepime, cefazidime, ceftriaxone, imipenem, meropenem, and nitrofurantoin. We utilized the same way to construct the prediction model so the change of accuracy will reflect the effect of a larger dataset. Our original model (trained on 344 isolates) achieved 90.6% accuracy. The new model (trained on the combination of 344 and 1,688 isolates) achieved 92.1% accuracy. We further compared the prediction performance using an independent dataset of 24 *K. pneumoniae* isolates [7]. The average prediction accuracy is 84.5% (the original model) and 88.8% (the new model). These observations confirmed that a large collection of *K. pneumoniae*-antibiotic combinations can improve the prediction accuracies.

**Validation of the VAMPr prediction model using 1,668 *K. Pneumoniae* isolates**

We performed the validation of VAMPr prediction mode by using the 1,668 *K. pneumoniae* isolates published by Nguyen [6] in addition to the 24 isolates published by us [7]. There are three antibiotics tested for both datasets: cefepime, cefazidime, and meropenem. The prediction accuracy using the original 24 isolates for these antibiotics are: 70.8%, 66.7%, and 78.3%, respectively. The prediction accuracy using the 1,668 isolates for the these antibiotics are: 71.5%, 91.7%, and 65.3% respectively. These results demonstrated that the prediction performance for cefepime are similar for both datasets. Meanwhile, in the large Nguyen’s datasets, the accuracy is higher for cefazidime and lower for meropenem.

**Handling imbalanced resistant and susceptible phenotypes**
The NCBI Antibiogram includes bacterial-antibiotic combinations where the number of resistant isolates and susceptible isolates are imbalanced. Here we wanted to quantitatively assess its impact on VAMPrs model performance. We applied a popular machine learning algorithm, SMOTE [5], to synthesize minority samples, and constructed the prediction models following the same procedure. Across the 93 prediction models, the average accuracy is 91.9% for the original VAMP model and is 89.7% for the SMOTE models. Then we evaluated the model performances using an independent dataset of 89 isolates [7]. We reported the AUROC for the original VAMP model to be: 1.00 (E. coli and meropenem), 1.00 (K. pneumoniae and ceftazidime) and 0.93 (P. aeruginosa and meropenem), while the AUROC for the SMOTE model is 1.00, 0.95, and 0.94 respectively. Overall, similar performance was observed between the SMOTE model and the original model.
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